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A lot has been made of the economics of Facebook in the wake of this summer’s IPO. At times it has
appeared that the only thing more difficult than keeping 1 billion users happy is keeping investors
and the Street satisfied. This is why every move made by the social network is scrutinized, not only
for impact, but also for any alternate meaning to the business’s long-term health.
One such move that has received much speculation is the shift in organic post reach for brands to
their follower base. After encouraging brands to amass followers at scale, Facebook implemented
significant changes to its EdgeRank algorithm earlier this fall.
At the core of the change was a stated desire by the social network to improve consumer
experience, acknowledging the impact to brands would be that the reach of an individual post
would diminish, but that post engagement should improve. The questions raised from this move
have been about the overall impact of these two implications and the alternative options available
to ensure continued success for brands in a channel that has grown in importance, owing to the
large fan bases established to date.
Analyses conducted across the Facebook pages of 25 brands by the GroupM Next Predictive
Insights team in conjunction with M80, a GroupM-owned social media and community activation
agency, reveals results that are consistent with the original expectations set by Facebook, yet with
underlying challenges and potential opportunities.

Taking A Close Look At The Impact Of Changes
To The EdgeRank Algorithm
Consistent with Facebook-accepted norms, prior to the EdgeRank algorithm change, the brands
studied had an average reach of roughly 16%. Following the change, the percentage drops by
38%. The upside for brands is that with a decrease in exposure comes increased engagement
by users their posts reach, with
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have been true to their stated

understand the impact post types
have and marry that data with a
publishing schedule and content
creation plan. By doing so brands

can overcome some, if not all, of the loss in reach while enjoying increased engagement and using
paid advertising as a supplement – rather than a full replacement.
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GroupM Next is the forward-looking, innovation unit of GroupM, the world’s largest global media investment management group
that is the parent company to WPP media service agencies Maxus, MEC, MediaCom and Mindshare, as well as Catalyst Online
and Xaxis. Together with GroupM agencies, GroupM Next focuses on the curation and application of insight-focused solutions
across online, social, mobile and addressable channels. Through thought leadership, technology, research and education,
GroupM Next delivers data-driven, actionable insights and a clear path to action to help GroupM agencies and their clients
harness the right opportunities made possible in the digital technology and new media industry environments with speed and
relevance. Access our work and discover our perspective at www.groupmnext.com.
Contact us with questions or comments: cindy.spellman@groupm.com
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